WHO ARE WE?

As part of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization in Vienna and financed the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development, UNIDO ITPO Germany mobilizes investments and technologies for sustainable industrial development.

Situated at the UN campus in Bonn and with an office in Berlin, ITPO Germany supports investors and companies by facilitating technology transfer from Germany to developing countries and economies in transition, with a focus on sub-Saharan Africa.
UNIDO ITPO GERMANY
Opened in May 2017
7 employees
Located at UN Bonn with around 20 other UN agencies
Berlin office opened in 2023
Part of the global ITP Network
UNIDO ITPO GERMANY’S SECTORS

Contributing to UNIDO's Priorities

Supporting sustainable supply chains so that developing country producers get a fair deal and scarce resources are preserved. Limiting climate breakdown by using renewable energy and energy efficiency to reduce industrial greenhouse gas emissions. Ending hunger by cutting post-harvest losses and developing agribusiness value chains.
SERVICES

Advisory Programme
Local advisors in Cote d'Ivoire, Egypt and Nigeria

Delegate Programme
African Delegates connect with investment and technology partners at German Trade fairs and during site visits

Private Sector Missions
Private Sector Missions to sustainable industrial development projects in Benin, Cote d'Ivoire, Kenya, Nigeria, Togo and Uganda

ITPP
Investment and Technology Promotion Platform
Online portal for technologies and projects

itpp-germany.org
SELECTED ACTIVITIES IN Q3 and Q4 2024

August
Mozambique /FACIM trade fair (Private Sector Mission)

October
Hamburg Sustainability Conference, Hamburg

November
Francophone West Africa (Private Sector Mission)
Eurotier/World Poultry Show, Hanover (Delegate Programme)

December
Award ceremony “UNIDO Innovation Award”
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